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ABSTRACT ;
,

,

This risk based ittsprtion guide is intended to supplement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory ,

Comrnisr.lon (NRC) Tempnury lustruction 2515/115, ' Service Water System Operational
'

Ibrformance inspection (SWSOpi).* De purpose of this guide is to assist NRC inspeion
team leaders and team memben to prioritize insprtion items and refine inspection plans so
their inspections will address those elements that dominate the r;sk associated with the service
w3ter system. His generie document persents risk insights obtained from pmbabilistic risk
assessments and historical operating experience. Ikwause it is intended to assist inspections
at all commercial U.S. peer nactors (which have wide variations in service wster system -

;

designs), some itents may not be applicable to every plant. Where p>ssible, the risk
- significance of the potential insprtion items has been related to particular characteristics of
plant design or envimamental conditions so that inspectors can determine which iterns may :

be applicable to a specific plant.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This guide is intended for use by Nuclear A review of historical experience was

P.cgulatory Commission inspectors to assist them performed to determine what events have occuned

in perfonning tevice and ingeetions of service and to ensurr that any other significant senanos

t water systems (SWSs) at commercial nuclear not on the li61 ahive wvtr included. This resiew

power plants. P.ased on insights gained from produced the following results:

probabilistic risk assessments (PR As), in
lbirirn objects and substances en.cring thecombination with experiences taken frurn tworded *

inchsents, a list of inspection items w ts generated. SWS were found to be the most f requent
soun,e of failures

Plant specific PRAs indicate a wW vatiety of
System leaks were the second most numeruussituations that can pnn to be risk significant for *

a given p'am. What can pnve to be wry risk fidlure occurrence

-
significant for one plant may prove to be

* Cormsion and etusion were a frequent soueceinconm{uential for another. His guide makes an
attempt to identify those items that have the of paoblems and were listed as a major

potential to be risk significant for a broad number source of Icaks

of plants. In genend, the following items appear
Incorrect alignment was also listed as ato be risk significant with regard to accident *

scenarios involving the SWS; frequent failure occunrnce

* Maintenance and unavailabilPy issue, werr

Single failure vulnerabilities, common cause expressed as concerns for the SWS*

failure mechanisms, or intake blockage
Cavitating P.ow caused numerous problemsmechanisms that could ersuit in complete loss *

of the SWS
A number of design or installation problems*

inadequacy of the as-built SWS to meet weir identifiede

design flow requirements under realistic
operating conditions in coaclusior., the details of the above results

were evaluated for the potential to produce or
Extended maintenance outages on individual contribute to the risk significant items listed*

SWS trains while at power previously. As a result, a number of inspection
items were produced. Because of the generic

Potential for flooding from service water nature of this gulde, an overall ranking bye

system pipe breaks that disable all redundant importance measures cannot be accomplished.

trains of a safety related or essential support What might be risk significant for one plant may
be of little importance to another.system

vii
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ADV- air operated valve

IAVR tviling wster reactor

CCW cc ndenser circulating wuter

EDO emergency diesel generator
,

ESP engineend safety feature

llX heat exchanpr ,

MIC mierubiologically-induced corrosion

NPSil net positiw suction head

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PRA pmbabilistic risk assessment

PWR pressurized water tractors

RilR residual heat trmoval

SOV solenoid cperated valve ,

b

SWS service water system
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GENERIC SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
RISK BASED INSPECTION GUIDE

1. RISK AND RELIABILITY INSIGHTS

Analysis m tral pnibabilistie risk assess- Unasailability of a single train of SWS usually

ments (PR As) indicate that the sersice water results in the loss of the associated tmin of ESi~
system (SWS) normally ranks frum the middle to equipment, leming the plant vulnerable to single
the top of system lists with tr$p ct to their impor- failures in the other available trairi of 131' equip-
tance for the prevention of core dr. mage. This ment or its supporting equipment. PRAs hue
diversity in rani.ing occurs both because of plant show n that maintenance outages of single SWS
design diflerences and diflerences in the quahty of trains can contribute morr to risk than does the
the SWS m,dels developni for the PRAs. Often, p>tential for complete loss of the SWS besause of
the SWS ranks as the most impirtant system for random, common cause failures.

boiling water tractors (IIWRs), while it frequently
ranks in the middle of the system list for prrssur- The risk impirtance of SWS pipe rupture,
ired water reactors (PWRs). Ilowever, plant- goes beyond the immediate cooling capabilities of
specifie PRAs may indicate the SWS as being the the system. The large solumes of water that can
most risk significant system tar either type of be moved by the SWS can quickly flood and
plant. incapacitate nearby equipment, partcularly elettri-

cal equipment. Some of the indnidual plant
The risk sig 'ificante of a SWS failurt can cumination PRAs that recently have been submit-

come f rom two types of ellects. One effect is the led show major risk (ontributions from SWS
inability to cool equipment. The other is flooding flooJing scenarios that inundate motor wntrol
of essential equipment by ruptures of SWS pipes. centers or switthg Sr niomt Systems designed

for grasity flow or susceptible to siphon thrw are
Failure of the SWS to provide essential coob especially impittant to flooding senarios. Ilut

ing for engineerrd safety feature (ESF) equipment pumped thw abo has been shown to contribute to
results in the unavailability of the safety equip- risk signihcant flooding scenarios. Generally, in
ment. Total failure of the SWS impacts plant order to be highly risk signincant, the Ibiodtng
equipment in a manner similar to the lou of all ac pitential must be able to incapacitate both trains of
power (i.e., station blackout). This is expected to an l$,F or an essential support systern
rrsuit in core damage because of a tractor coolant
pump seal loss-of-coolant accident in PWRs or in summary, signihcant risk factors include:
because of suppression pool overheating causing
loss of injection capability in llWRs. The most * Single failure sulnerabilities, common <ause
imp 3rtant potential causes tbr loss of all service failurt methanisms, or intale blot Lage meth-
water are usually unintended single failure vulnera- anisms that could result in loss of the SWS
bilities in the design, comtron-cause failure of like

Inadequacy of the as. built SWS to meet designcompments in redundant SWS trains, and block- *

age of the intake structarr. flow requirements under realistic operatiny
conditions

Operational experience has also resealed that
some older systems do not meet their original * Extended maintenante outages on individual
design flow requirements under some conditions. SWS trains while at power
in some cases, various modes of operation for the
system have been found to be incapable of supply- * Pote al for flooding to disable all redundant
ing adequate flow or heat removal. trains of a salcty or essential suppirt system

1
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2. HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE
8NUREG-1275 pn sents an assenment of the rial into the intake structure may reach several

SWS concerning the types of failurrs and problems pumps on redundant SWis trains, possibly musing
encountered in the nuclear industry. The signifi- common-cause failure of the pumping sptem.
cant failure events fmm avviewing the historical Oyster Creek experienced failure of twu SWS
information are summarized below, nese indisid- pumps because of gran clogging the pump-inlet
ual failure e.ents are significant because they may serrens. Also, llrunswick 2 lost both the A and 11
be potential sources of common cause failures, RilR llXs because of an ingress of oyster shells.
incirased unavailability of redundant components,
sources of single point system failures, or causes System leaks were the second most numeruus
of the sptem to fail to meet design criteria. failun occurrence, tsals can be itk sign (ficant

became <f nile-ranging darnaging effects ton 3qkty
Foreign objects and sitt entering the SWS related conymnents or other safety spreno. The

were found to be the most firquer: source of wmponents that were predominately allected were
failures. Components affected most frequently llXs, coolen, or pipes. Also, system leaks were
were heat exchangers (llXs), coolen, and pumps. often coupled with cormsion or emsion. In fact,
in some cases, the objects caused high enough several phnts (such as Salem 2 Zion 2, Millstone
differential pressures that baffles collapsed. Ibr 2, and Kimunee) have found erosion or corrusion
example, Brunswick 2 had an accumulation of problems after investigating system leaks. Addi-
shells in a residual heat removal (RllR) IlX that tionally, a SWS leak at Robinson 2 caused degru-
caused baffle plate displacement. dation of the containmer,t boundary. Degradation

of containment during off normal conditions (such
Forrign objects entering a pump may cause as loss of SWS) can significantly increase risk.

pump failure. Itriodically, a wood object bypasses Also, potential flooding fmm failure of the rubber
or gets through the travcHng strainer or filter bellows used for expansion joints in the gravity
system on the SWS inlet, Several plants, including flow design SWS at Surry has dominated core
Turkey Point 3 and Quad Cities 1, have had pump damage frequency in the Surry Individual Plant
failures because of wood entering the pump. Examinatiord
Along with wooden objects, other items such as
aquatic material (grass, eels, shells, etc.) can cause Cormsion or erosion generally causes either
pump failure. The Surry 2 plant experienced two pipe plugging (frum corrusion pmducts flaking oil)
separate pump failures because of cels being or pipe failure (fmm corrmion or emsion degrad-
caught in a pump impeller. Also, sitting and ing pipe walls or pipe lining). The corrusion or
fouling by aquatic material, sand, or dirt can cause erosion prublems, including galvanic corrusion,
fouling of pump impellers to the point where the could potentially plug redundant components,
pump is inoperable. A trlated pmblem occurred including valves or llXs. Thus, riaA sigmficance
at flatch 1, A standby RilR pump experience 41 silt fmm system leab includes /mth the potential Ar
buildup around the pump's suction bell, restricting large scale leaAs (which may lead to cony >letr Ims
flow to the pump during a test of operability. of SWS) and corrosion / erosion problems fboth

blockage and equipment degradation potential)
To a lesser extent, valves, pipes, and strainers coupled with the sy3 tem leaks. Also, SWS leaks

experienced jamming and plugging by foreign could impact othen safety related systems. For
objects. For example, Surry I experienced a stuck example, the Salem 2 plant had a leak that allowed
open check valve because of SWS debris, ihr risk water _to enter the emergency diesel generator
(mportance from foreign objects consists of the (EDG) oil cooler, thereby disabling the EDG. At
circulation rf objects thmughout the SWS, poten- Palo Verde, mierubiologically-induced cormsion
tially causing commcm-cause Allures or degmded (MIC) caused welds in the essential spray pond
SWSfiow. A deluge of debris or biological mate- piping to leak.
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incornvt alignment was the thini most com- maintenance and wv:t not rm[vned after comple-
mon SWS failure occurrence and most frequently tion of maintenance. This demonstrates the imgor-
affected valves, llXs, and coolers. Incorrect tance of postmaintenance testing and verification of

alignment rf SWS components or trains is ope- system restoration.

cially rid signyicant because rf the potentialfor
single point Jhilure pa hs and, to a lesser atent. Cavitation may occur because the SWS is typi-
Jegnuled flow and flow balance problems. 1%r cally a low pressure system. The rid signficance
instance, the Millstone 2 plant had both A and il fnem cantation coruists both of potential pump
flXs aligned to the same header. %is event did failure and cantation-caused pipe or whe crosion
not cause total loss of the SWS, but did cause a and component jiuigue failure. Ibr comple, the
loss of SWS redundancy. Ilut other misalignment Susquehanna i plant declared all SWS pumps
events also have caused system failures. Ilruns- inoperable after they were damaged by cavitation,

wick I had a shut isolation valve (for the suction
pressure switch) thtt caused the loss of two out of Design or installation problems have born
four SWS pumps. Also, at Zion 2, personnel found concerning the SWS. 7hr rid signyicance
caused flooding of the EDO fuel cil storage tank of this problem sterm fnim the unanalyted naturr
roo m . Severe flow imbalances resulting from if the installed sy3 tem. Ibr example, Milh. tone 2
incorrect alignment can have a potentially risk had an impniperly designed header cross tie valve
significant affect on critical equipment that is that struled open upon restoration of instrument
placed under accident loads. air. Also, numerous plants (San Onofrv 1, Indian

Ibint 3, North Anna 1 Calvert clitts, etc.) have
Maintenance and unavailability issues are had the potential for loas of SWS during a seismic

concerns for the SWS. 7hese types rfissura arr event because of inadequate seismic SWS design.

risk signpics. vau3r rf the incrra3rd afvuurr Also, some plants have revealed SWS single point
that nists for single failure vulnerabilities and failurt paths. l%r exnmple, Indian Ibint 3 had a
personnel errors. if one SWS train is unavailable, single switch that controlled all service water
the plant is susceptible to single failures in the pumps. Calvert Cliffs 2 had a failure of a non-
opposite train. Also, human errors during mainte- safety rvlated buttedly valve on a common SWS
nance could be trpeated for both trains of SWS, discharge header, causing the utility to decrease
Ibr instance, the Salem 1 plant had a redundant power. At Nine Mile ibmt, the main circulation
SWS train tagged out for maintenance when a water suction is located below the level of the
short caused failure of the other train. The failurr service water pump suction. A situation there
resulted in the complete loss of all service water caused the intake gates to be closed and water was

for approximately one hour. At the Farley 2 drawn down to a level where the service water
)plant, SWS valves to coolers were closed during pump suction was almost lost.

3
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3. INSPECTION GUIDANCE ASSISTANCE

The insights gained from PRA and operation- tant because of the potential for common-cause
al experiences discussed in the previous sections failun of key components in the system.
were used to identify aspects of SWS design,
operational conditions, and envitunmental condi. Of particular importance is common-cause
tions that can contribute significantly to the risk of failure of pumps. Common cause failure of IlXx
core damage at a plant. is aho significant. Contrul systems that automati-

cally initiate a realignment of the system under
When appropriate, each of the inspection certain accident conditions can be a sourte of

items listed below has been associated with the common-cause failure. Improper corsective or
characteristics of plant design or the envirunmental prewntive maintenance of equipment and improper
conditions that are likely to make the issue risk valve ali nments are example of human errors thatF

significant. Although a majority of the listed can also contribute to common-cause failurw
inspection items have some degree of applicability
to all plants, the goal of this arport is to focus When reviewing past history and maintenance
inspection efforts at each plant on the items that records, and when considering the remaining
are most likely to be risk significant at that plant, inspection items, potential common-cause failures
Therefore, some of the items are indicated only for should be icrutinized.
plants with specific characteristics because _those
items are much less likely to be important to risk
at plants without those characterir.ti.s. Ilowever. 3.2 System Unavallabilltles
when planning an inspection for a specific plant, it (applicable to all plants)
is wise to be alert to the potential fbr risk signifi-
cance of any of the listed items because of special Individual independent failure of specific
circumstances beyond the consideration of this components typically does not contribute signifi-
report. The inspection items listed below are cantly to the failure risk for systems like the SWS.
arranged so those with the bmadest applicability liowever, plants that are experiencing a high
appear first, unavailability of individual SWS trains become

more susceptible to an independent failure in the
All listed items have been deemed to have opposite train of ESF equipment or support equip-

potential risk significance. The extent of thh risk ment,

significance is dependent on many specific plant
features and envimamental characteristia,. As a An assessment of the unavailability of the
consequence, what may pmve to be a very risk SWS trains should be performed with erspect to
segmficant item at one plant may be inconsequen- equipment failures, repair time, down time for
tial at another plant. Derefbre, it is impossible to surveillance and testing, and outage time for
generically _ rank these inspection items according preventive maintenance. He assessment should be
to importance* performed with reganl to how individual pieces of

equipment may affect the unavailability of a train.

3.1 Common-Cause Failure 3.3 Intake Clogging or Blocking
Potential (applicable in all plants) (applicable to ali plants)

Risk studies indicate that the largest contribu- Many plants have experienced the clogging or
tion to risk comes fmm common-cause failure, blocking (e.g., shutting of intake gates) of their
Many of the subsequent inspection items that are traveling screens and intakes because of debris,
identified as potentially risk significant are impor- fish, and other marine life (e.g., jelly fish, sea-

4
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weed,- grass, leaves). As the intakes become SWS pumps because of debris intake in these ;

clogged or bim. Led, the condenser circulating plants may be a potential pmblem. Plants hicated |
I

water (CCW) can draw down the wates level, in such areas are usually designed to pteunt

reducing the net.positiw suction head (NPSil) fbr debris intake. Any history of debris ingras in the

the service water pumps. Depending on the SWS wuld indicate potentially inadequate intake

location of the CCW pump suction compared to pmtection.

the SWS pump suction, it is possible to uncover
the service eter pump suction first. This may Anessment of the plant's experienee shouid

cause a loss of servie watcr pump suction. If the be perfbrmed with respect to whether the SWS h4s

CCW pump suction becomes uncovered before the had any problems with debris. An evaluation of j

service water, the CCW system will cease to draw the intake structure design with respect to its -

i

down the water level and de service water pumps ability to resist debris intake should be ooru.idertd

may still have an adequate water level, depending
De likelihood of the intake enviruntnent to pro-

on the pump's NPSil requirements. Also, the duce a significant debris ingress problem should be

clogging or blocking of screens and intake struc- asser. sed. ,

tures can cause a high enough differential pressure
to create structural dannage (screen may collapse,

gates may jam, etc.), alkwing debris to enter the
pump intake. 3.5 Silting (applicable in all piants)

Assessment of the plant's caperience should Experience has shown that ilXs have been 7

be performed with tr5pect to whether any clogging coated with silt. reducing the heat transfer capabil-

of intakes has been experienced. An evaluation of ivy, the flow raa, or the flow balance. Areas
the location of the SWS intakes with respect to the within the system that experience low fh>w rates or
CCW intakes should be performed to determine are stagnant are particularly vulnerable. '.

which wuld lose suction first in case of a draw
down situation. An evaluation of NPSil require' Water with H evels of suspended solids

ments fbr the SWS pumps should be done, An can also be abs aibly causing accelerated e

enluation of the screens to resist a large differen- emsion. Areas withia e system where flow rates .

tial pressure (caused by clogging) sh3uld be are the fastest or where flow is turned (e.g., pipe ,

performed. An evaluation of contmls and logic elbows) are particularly vtanerable to this type of '
for the intake gates (if present) should be per- emsion.
formed as well as a review of any operational-
pmblems with them. These sitting or erosion conditions continu-

ously degrade ti.,3 system and may be detected
prior to sptem failure. Systems that have unde.
tected degradation may wrk adequately in nonnal

3.4 Debris intake Potential conditions, but may be incapable of meeting heat
' (applicable to all plants) removal or flow requirements in accident condi-,

tions, thereby creating a risk significant condition.

Some plants may have inadequate screening Also,' silt accumulations can pivvent valves f rom

or the screening is of inadequate strength to pre- closing or opening adequately.
*

vent course debris from entering the SWS.
Experience has shown that debris has been the When reviewing maintenance records and

cause of several problems in the SWS, in particu- component history information, determine whether

lar, the fouling and damage of SWS pumps. In sitting conditions exist and whether the licensee

plants which use rivers for SWS intake, floods has taken appmpriate actions to prevent recurring i_

may cause a significant localized increase in problems and to ensure adequate heat transfer

debris. De likelihood of common-cause failure of capability, ,

5
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3.0 Common Flow Path (applicable cases. This can create a reduced or no flow
to all plants) conAn, possibly cousing increased impeller

wrai. Plants that operate near the limit of Nesil
Risk studies $ ave indicated that common fkw requirements could experience a sudden loss of all

paths fbr ndundant equipment can be a sourve of fkw, creating a risk significant scenario.
significant risk, Experience has sh(wn that fhm
paths may be blocked or subject to other failurra. An aneument of NPSil trquirements should

be performesi for the SWS pumps. An evaluation
An assessment of the design should be com- of maintertance for the SWS purnps should be per-

,

pleted to detennine if common fhw paths exist for formed to determine if damage from cavitation has
redundant equipment. For common thw paths occurml. Intae level and temperature should be
that contain valves, flow restrictors, or other evaluated against pumping conditions in various
mechanized devices (such as strainers), the trli- possible lineups for the SWS (especially for the
ability of those components should be assessed. lineup of accident modes of operation).
This equipment should also be evaluated with
regard to its suriceptibility to plugging. % ing in
common flow paths should be assessed for its 3.9 Modification to SWS (applica-
integrity (wall thinning, support, etc.) and its ble to all plants, but in particular, those
ability to resist plugging. Redundant trains of that are prr nrre Mile Island or have,

; SWS often share a common discharge pipe that had a large number of changes to the
1: may contain vahes or other components vulnerable SWS)

to plugging type failures.

Experience has shown that a reduction in
SWS capability is possible after modifying the

3,7 Single Failure Susceptibility SWS system. In some older plants, the design
(applicable to all plants) requirements for the SWS may not have been

adequately defined. Newer plants may have rnade
Experience has indicated that some plants modifications that cause the SWS to not meet

may be susceptible to single failure problems. design requirrments.

Rese problems tend to be more ptrvalent in older
plant de61gns, but newer plants have also experi- Safety evaluations (10 CFR50.59s) performed
enced this problem. Also, designs where the SWS on the SWS and associated systems should be
is used as a backup water sourre for another evaluated. An assessment of how modifications
system (e.g., component cooling water or auxiliary may have altered confonnance to design nyuirr-

- feedwater) mg .iave a single failure potential that ments should be perfbrmed. An assessment of
has been overlooked, whether temperature, pressure, or flow conditions

have been affected by modifications should be
An assessment of the SWS in all possible performed. An assessment of potential equipment

mode or lineup configurations should be performed actuation should be rnade if contml systems have
to determine if' ingle failurr potentials exist. been modified. Temporary modifications should

also be assessed concerning the above arvas, A
review of postmodification testing should be

3.8 NetiPositive Suction Head 3"f"""'d -
of SWS Pumps (applicable to all
plants) 3.10 Corrosion (applicable to all plants,

Experience has shown that the NpSil require- but in particular, those that operate in
salt water or brackish water environ-ments of the SWS pumps an not met in some
ments)

| 6
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Experience has indicated that plants that 3.12 SWS Serns as a Backup
operate in environments with a high level of . Water Supply to Another
dissolved salts have a greater susceptibility to
cormsion. Plants that have stainless steel or other System (applicable to plants with
highly cormslon resistant materials cre less suscep. this design feature)

tible to corrosion. Corrosion can prevent pmger
vulw operation, cause leaks, or interfere with flow Experience has shown that when the SWS is

and heat transfer. This is a slowly degrading a backup wuter supply for another system (e 4,

phenomenon that can be detected prior to system supplies wuter to the component cooling water or

failure. Ihmever, a degraded system may operate the auxiliary feedwater), complex system inte.ac-

while in a normal mode, then fall when it is tions ar,d single failure vulnerabilities may be

shifted to an emergency mode. Stagnant areas pmsent. In some extreme cases, the SWS g. umps

within the system are more vulnerable to corm. eay be sut. ject to run-out conditions and may not

sion. Situations where the system contains dissim. be able to supply adequate fl w k, crucial heat

A metal * (e.g., copper and steel) can create a loads when the SWS thw is quire 4i by other

p>tential for galvanic cormsian, systems. In such cases, the SWS system fkms
tecome very low and pressures are low. Ileat

An assessment should be performed for an exchant conditions in accident situations can

indication of cormsion problems. Also, look thr cause the SWS wuter to boil, further reducing the

noccode repairs, the use of dissimilar metsis, and fknv. Likely candidates for situations such a3
designs that can create stagnant areas. If dissimi. these include ilXs or heat loads that are at hi;

lar metals are used, check to see if they are ade. elevations relative to the SWS pumps, at remete

quately isolated from one another (electrically) or locations with respect to the SWS pumps, or are

if they arv pmtected by other methods such as high flow resistant loads (e.g., containment coolen

sacrificial anodes. Root cause evaluation of kicated high in containment).

failures should be evaluated. Standby systems and
valves that are operateo only in emergency condi. Configuration of the SWS when providing

tions may be particularly susceptible to cormsion, flow to other systems should be evaluated with
respect to the effects on pump opetution and flow
balances, An assessment of fSe highest piping
elev"ti " ""d hi h"5' 'h* resi"'#"' l""dS Sho"id beE3.11 Cavitating Flow in the Pipe
perfbrmed to determine if conditions can exist that

(applicable to plants with flow restrie-
may cause beal coolant boiling. An evaluation oftors or throttled flow, especially with
the passible SWS intemetions should be performed

butterfly or gate valves)
to determine if the worst potential failure situr. tion
has been identified and if mitigation or system

Plants that have systems waich use tiow
'##"*"fY '' P"*S'hI#'restriction devices (such o n. s) or buttedly

and gate valves in thmtke . . or.s may have
experienced cavitation. Sw cavituien could
emde pipes or vabes. If the system mitst 'vposi-

3,13 Microbiologically induced, ,

i- tion valves to a closed position, emdeo pipes could
rupture or eroded valve disks may not be able to CorroGion (applicable to plants that'

completely shut off flow, possibly causing systen. do not have treated wuter)
degradation or possibly complete system failure.

Pmblems caused by miembiologically induced
An assessment should be performed to evalu- corrosion (MIC) are similar to corrosion pmblems,

ate the condition of valve disks that throttle flow. Fresh water plants and areas with stagnant wuter
An assessment of piping conditions downstream of appear to have a higher susceptibility to MIC, but
throttled flow or flow restrictors should be done. the pmblem appears to be widespn ad.

7
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K

An assessment should 5m gwrformed for an prublems hase occurred at the plant. An evalua.
indication of MlC problems. Look for situations tion as to whether the SWS water supply is known
that can create stagnant areas within the system. to support fouling species of clams and mussels
Root cause evaluation of failures should be evalu- should be performed. System flow and heat
ated. Standby systems or valves that are operated transfer coetlicients for llXs should be checked.
only in emergency conditions may be particularly if records indicate that no previous problem with
susceptible to MIC. biotouling exists, check to ensure that the iicensee

has a pmgram to detect if problem sgwcies have
moved into the area.

_ 3.14 Biological Growth in
Treated SWS (applicable to plants
that have treated wuter) 3.16 Pipe Liner Failure (applicable to

plants with lined pipes)
L Experience has shown that chemical treatment

can control biological gmwth problems like mus. Events have occurtrd where SWS pipe lining
_

sels or slams. However, there have been instances (e E i imy or coal tar) has become detached fmmC

where the system has been treated yet biological the pipe, leading to blocking or plugging of HXs
gmwth has not been controlled. This was deter, tubes. The pipe lining may become detached from
mined to be caused by imp; er location of treat- the pipe through several ditTerent mechanisms,
ment points or the use of unreliable or inadequate including peeling because of wuter flow, corm-

L treatment methods. sion, thermal cycling, and material degradation
leading to delamination.

- Assessments of the system in combination
with the treatment points should be performed to Anessments of plugging signs (such as high
determine if arear exist within the system that may differential pressures across HXs) that may be
not receive adequate treatment. An assessment of caused by pipe lining problems should be per-
the treatment system reliability should be per, formed. Where possible, visual examination of the

:d. Assessments of maintenance records pipe lining condition should be performed.
Id be performed to determine if biological
th pmbl a have occurred at the plant aftero

outer trea , ent system was operating. 3.17 Motor and Pump Horse-
power Match lapplicable to older (
plants (ptv-Three Mile Island)|

3.15 Biological Growth in Un-
Scenarios can exist where motors are operat-

treated SWS (applicable to plants ing at the limit of their design. During an acci-"

that do not have tirated water) dent, if a sudden increase in demand is placed
upon the SWS pump motors, a simultaneous

Experience has shown that a variety of bio- tailun: of several motors may occur. This failun-
logical gmwth such as mussels or clams may occur may be more likely for undersultage conditions
within the SWS at various plants. This biofouling because of the potential of an overcurrent situa-
has created problems by reducing flow or heat tion. Experience indicates that older plants may
transfer capability. perience hrs also shown be more susceptible to this type of problemN

that species have migrated or been intmduced to because the design philosophy of older plants was
areas that have previously not had problems. to closely match motor horsepower with the pump

trquirements. Newer plants tend to use motors of
Assessments of maintenance records should higher horsepower than the pump requires, giving

be performed to determine if biological growth a greater safety margin. Also, older motors may
sutTer from degraded insulation because of aging.

8
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l
,

This aging may be accelerated if the motor is Assess the plants ability to isolate flow paths,i

operating close to its design limits or the system including the condition and reliability of key
has expenenced severe undermitage situations. valves that would be used to isolate the flow paths.

Assess the condition, reliability, adequacy, and
Assessment of SWS motor horsepower ratings capacity to detect and diagnose flooding. Assess

versus the pump requirements should be per- the design, condition, and capability of antisiphon

formed. The plant's historical experience with devices such u check valves.

undermitage conditions and the plant's tendency to
experience undermitage conditions should be
assessed. 3.20 Minimal Redundancy in

Pumps (applicable to plants which
have only one pump per train or one

3.18 SWS Design inadequate to pump per train plus a sbarra pump)
Meet Operational Demands
[ applicable to older plants (i..e-Three A high pump failure rute or firquent mainte-

Mile Island)] nsnce outages can cause risk significant SWS train
unavailabilities. Therefore, it is important to

Experience has shown that some older plants review the pump-outage contribution to train
suffer from inadequate flow capacity or heat unavailability for systems that have minimal pump

removal capability during accident conditions, redundancy.

Also, some designs may not meet seismic or
separation irquirvments. Some of the SWS com- Cross-connection capability between trains is

ponents in older plants were never rigorously import.mt because h pmvides the ability to arcover
tested to validate their ability to meet accident cooling capability from another train. Cross-
conditions during worst-case scenarios. Also, the connection capability of the SWS to another unit is

design requirements for older plants may be very important for systems that have only one
inadequately or poorly defmed. Startup testing at pump per train. The reliability of the crossties
older plants did not require flow testing ofindivid- should be assessed, with emphasis placed on the

ual SWS loads adequacy of recovery procedures and vahr sur-
veillance testing.

Review preoperational test reccrds in con-
junction with the design basis for the SWS and
directly associated systems. Compare thi. review 3.21 Crossties Between Trains
with current design requirements. Identify any (applicable to plants with crosstie
system configurations or design margins that capability between trains in a single unit
deserve further testing. and/or with tndns in another unit)

Crossties can contribute to risk by providing

3.15 Flooding (applicable to plants with a link so that titilures in one train may propagate

SWSs that are capable of gravity or to the other tmin. For systems with a normally
siphon flow) open crosstie, isolation is usu.dly required upon

safety system actuation.

The SWS can be a significant soun;e of inter-
nal flooding. Even though pumped flow may He reliability of the isolation function should

represent a significant flooding hazard, the mm be assessed. Common mode titilure potential for

risk significant flooding scenarios tend to involve cmsstied systems or trains should be assessed.
gravity or siphon flow. potential for affec'ing if the crosstie is normally isolated (or is in a
both trains of a safety related system with a single stagnant line), it is important to assess the potential

'

flood source is most significant. for accelerated corrosion leading to pipe failure or

9
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the accumdation of fouling material th:" could be SOVs have become mechanically stuck. Often
swtyt into the operable train when the cmsstie is times the vahes will be struked or manipulated,
utilized. Herefom specifie avviews of i.wlated thereby freeing them. There have been many
emsstie connections should be performed. instances of stuck vahes being treated as operable

once they have been loosened by mechanical
agitations, leaving the mot cause to remain unde-

3.22 Air Operated Valves and terminM and uncorrected. Such vanes frequently
wome stuck again within a short period of time.

Solenoid Operated Valves nis potential for valve malfunction represents a
(applicable to_ plants with air operated potential common mode failure,
valves (AOVs) and solenoid operated
valves (SOVs) in the SWS) An as essment should be made to determine

if problems , J the type described above exist. An
Experience has shown that_ syst. ems with evaluation of the root cause determination and

- AOVs have had problems with valves failing to corrective acvion should be performed to determine
shift to a fail safe position. The AOVs (with their if the utility has adequately addressed such pmb-
associated SOVs) have failed to shift because the lems.

,
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